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object from a float point value Hi I am new to maya vtx = [ 0, 0, 0, 0 ]; vtx = np.array(vtx); vtx[0] = 1; vtx[1] = 0; vtx[2] = 2.0; first this is a bit of code that I am trying out. Now my question is when I do this vtx =
0.0030; vtx = np.array(vtx); vtx[0] = 1; vtx[1] = 0; vtx[2] = 2.0; I get an error saying AttributeError: 'float' object has no attribute'reshape' I am not quite sure why am I getting this error since according to what I
have understood setting a vertex position to a float value is something that is possible. I am getting this error only when I try to set the third index to a float value, if I set the first two values to a float value then it

is fine.
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